
FN 5.7x28mm Weapon SystemFN 5.7x28mm Weapon System

FN Herstal recommends and provides a wide 

range of accessories tested and qualified under 

the most stringent quality standards to cover

the operator’s requirements.

Accessories for the FN Five-seveN® MK2

include tactical lights, laser pointers, and

holsters.

.

Accessories

MIL-STD 1913 Picatinny® integrated rail
for add-on accessories (light/laser pointer)

Take down button

Ambidextrous manual safety lever
blocks the trigger and prevents

unintentional firing

Tactile chambered round indicator
allows checking in low light/night conditions

Metallic iron sights
with white dots 

Polymer frame and slide cover
Extremely lightweight

Manual slide stop 

Reversible magazine release

High capacity magazine (20 rounds)
and newly-designed magazine well
for quicker magazine insertion

The FN 5.7x28mm Weapon System 
is currently fielded in over 40 countries 

in all environments

Cartridge length (mm-in):

Cartridge weight (g-gr):

Projectile weight (g-gr):

Muzzle velocity (m/s-fps)  

- with FN P90®:

- with FN Five-seveN®:

Caliber:

Trigger mechanism:

Operating principle:

Overall length:

Barrel length:

Magazine capacity:

Weight, empty:

Weight, loaded:

Firing modes:

Cyclic rate of fire:

Effective range:

5.7x28mm

Single action

Delayed blowback

208mm - 8.2in

122mm - 4.8in

20 rounds

662 g - 1.46 lb

790 g - 1.74 lb

Semi-auto

-

50m

FN Five-seveN® MK2                 FN P90®                        FN P90®  
                    Standard              Tactical   
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FN Five-seveN® MK2 Tactical Pistol

5.7x28mm

-

Blowback, firing from closed breech

505mm - 19.9in

264mm - 10.4in

50 rounds

2.8 kg - 6.1 lb               2.8 kg - 6.1 lb          

3.1 kg - 6.8 lb               3.1 kg - 6.8 lb      

Semi-auto or semi-auto, full auto

850 -1,100 RPM

200m

FN 5.7x28 mm Ammunition   

Technical Data

SS190
(Ball)

40.5 - 1.59

6.4 - 99

2.02 - 31 

715 - 2,346 

615 - 2,018 

L191
(Tracer)

40.5 - 1.59

6.4 - 99

2.02 - 31

715 - 2,346

615 - 2,018

SS192
(Soft)

40.5 - 1.59

6.15 - 95

1.77 - 27

725 - 2,379

640 - 2,100

Sb 193 
(Subsonic)

40.5 - 1.59

7.6 - 123

3.9 - 60

300 - 984

300 - 984

Blank

40.5 - 1.59

4.5 - 69.4 

-

-

-Front serrations
for easier press check

FR 199 
(Frangible)

40.5 - 1.59

6.7 - 103.4

2.3 - 35.5

630 - 2,066

515 - 1,689

FN HERSTAL, S.A.
Voie de Liège, 33

B-4040 Herstal - Belgium
Tel: + 32-4 240 81 11
Fax: + 32-4 240 86 79

info@fnherstal.com - www.fnherstal.com
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FN 5.7x28mm Ammunition

Easy and quick aiming

The sighting system fitted on the FN P90® Standard
 includes a tritium capsule and fiber optics.

These features allow aiming
in night/low light conditions.

The FN 5.7x28mm Weapon System is made up of three highly

advanced components --the FN P90® submachine gun, the

FN Five-seveN® pistol and the associated ammunition--, developed

to fully meet the needs of Armies in terms of efficiency, compactness

and reduced risk of collateral damage.

Currently fielded in over 40 countries, in all environments, the

FN 5.7x28mm weapon system remains unchallenged as close combat

and personal defense weapons.

Light weight, small size: the operator is therefore able to carry 

more ammunition, which contributes to increased autonomy 

Low recoil impulse: quick and accurate follow up shots

in both aimed shots and full automatic fire

Virtually flat trajectory up to 200m

Tumbles on impact, ensuring greater incapacitation

effect than 9mm FMJ

Penetrates soft body armor (flat jackets and helmets)

at ranges up to 200m

Minimum ricochets on building material 

Minimum over penetration as the projectile transfers nearly

all its energy to the target on impact

Caliber recommended by NATO.

Lightweight and very compact
(50cm long, ready to fire)

easy to handle in confined spaces  
(e.g. vehicles, buildings)

Ambidextrous magazine release and
unequalled magazine capacity (50 rounds)
tough polymer, allows instant ammo check

Flash hider
 allows mounting of a tactical sling 

 and sound suppressor at the same time
Downward ejection 

cases are never a hazard

MIL-STD 1913 Picatinny® rail 
 located on both sides, provides maximum 

 flexibility for user options

Ambidextrous safety and firing selector

Accessories

The FN P90® Tactical has an enlarged top
  MIL-STD 1913 Picatinny® rail that will accept
    the in-line assembly of a light amplifier and a
    red dot sight. It comes standard with a built-in
    emergency iron sight adjustable in windage
    and elevation.

FN P90® Standard Submachine Gun FN P90® Tactical Submachine Gun

SS190
(Ball)

OPTION:

The FN P90® - Standard or Tactical - is
   also available with a visible or IR laser
   pointer fully integrated in the receiver

Ambidextrous cocking handle

Day light Low light conditions

Accessories for the FN P90® submachine gun
include optical sights, tactical lights, carrying bags
and sound suppressor.

L191
(Tracer)

Sb193
(Subsonic)

SS192
(Soft)

FR 199
(Frangible)

Blank

Steel core

Aluminum core

Brass case

Powder
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6.15 - 95
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7.6 - 123
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Blank

40.5 - 1.59
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-
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-Front serrations
for easier press check

FR 199 
(Frangible)

40.5 - 1.59

6.7 - 103.4

2.3 - 35.5

630 - 2,066

515 - 1,689
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